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Abstract 
Balcar, B. and P. Simon, On minimal r-character of points in extremally disconnected compact 
spaces, Topoiogy and its Applications 41 (1991) 133-145. 
We consider the relationship between n-character, refinement number (=weak densityj and 
n-weight in complete Boolean algebras. As an application we shall show that every extremally 
disconnected compact space contains a point which is not an accumulation point of any countable 
discrete sutsdt, provided that minimal m-character and n-weight coincide. 
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Introduction 
The starting point of our investigation was the famous Frolik theorem, stating 
that no infinite extremally disconnected compact space is homogeneous. In [8], 
Dow asked whether every extremally disccnnected compact space contains a point, 
which is not an accumulation point of any countable discrete set. It turns out that 
this problem leads to a careful examination of mutual relationship between n-weight 
and n-character of ultrafilters in complete Boolean algebras. Our results in Section 
1 partly overlap with the recent paper of Bozeman [4]. We shall show that a minimal 
n-character of an ui trafilter equals the refinement number as defined in [ 151 in every 
Boolean algebra, which is either homogeneous or complete. 
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For CCC complete Boolean algebras we show that the lower bound for w-character 
of ultrafilters is given by cardinal characteristics of functions and subsets of natural 
numbers. 
The notation used throughout the paper is the standard one. The Boolean 
operations will be denoted by . v (Join) and A (meet). Ult(58) denotes the Stone 
space of a Boolean algebra 3 and the completion of 58 is denoted by Compl(9). 
If 3 is a Boolean algebra and Xc 9, then X’ will stand for X\(O). For t( E 9, 
X 1 u = (x n u: x E X}. We shall say that a set Y c 38 is dense below X, if (Vx E X’) 
(3~ E Y’) (y G x). A set dense below !2?I is called a n-base of 98; the smallest size 
of a m-base is called a ?r-weight of 83 and is denoted by mw( 93). If % is a ultrafilter 
on 93 and X is dense below %, then X is called Q local &use of %. The rr-charucter 
of an ultrafilter “u is 
mx( %) = min{lXl: X is dense below Q}. 
If v, is a cardinal invariant of Boolean algebras, we shall say that a Boolean algebra 
93 is homogeneous in q, if ~(3 1 u) = cp(9) for every u E $8’. 
For the unexplained notation, see e.g. [MJ. 
1. w-characters 
Let us remind several notions and cardinal invariants of Boolean algebras, which 
we shall deal with. 
Definition 1.1. (i) Let 3 be a Boolean algebra, X c 9?+. Call an element u E 93 
independent with respect to the set X, if both u and -u meet each x E X, i.e. (Wx E X) 
(XhU#O#XI\-u). 
(ii) The refinement number of 38 is 
r(3) = min(]Xl: there is no u in 23 independent w.r.t. X}. 
The name “refinement number” was first used in [ 151 for the &&Ix? slg&rtl 
9(N)/fin. The same notion is called “reaping number” in [ 1 l] and “weak density” 
in [4,5]. 
Notation 1.2. The set of all partitions of the unity of a Bolean algebra 9 will be 
denoted by Part@). If k is a positive integer, then 
Part,(9I)={pEPart(S):IPI~k}, 
Part,,(93)=U(Partk(3): k&J}. 
It is immediately clear that for an arbitrary Boolean algebra % we have 
r@) =min{(AJ: Xc 3’ and (VPE Perti( (3p~ P) (AXE X) (x~p)). (*) 
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‘We may, of course, consider not only partitions into two pieces, but more general 
k-partitions, all finite partitions or all partitions of the unity of a in the right-hand 
side of formula (*). This way we get formally more general refinement numbers of 
9, namely ~(a), r&9) and roo( 9). Thus F( 9) is the same as rz( a). Obviously, 
Given some system of elements of a Boolean algebra, we ask, whether the system 
is a local m-base of some ultrafilter. 
Lemma 1.3. Let 9 be a Boolean algebra, X c 3. For every P E Partfi,( 9) let us de@ne 
w,=\/(psP:(~xEX+)X4p). 
(i) l’%e set X is a local v-base of some ultrajflter on 9 if and only ij’ wp # 0 for 
every P E Part& 3). 
(ii) X is a local r-base of an ultrajlter % if and only if ( wp : P E Par&( a)} c %. 
Proof. If X is a local n-base of an ultrafilter %, then for every finite partition P 
there is a p E % n P and hence we have an x E Xf such that x s p. Since x s wp, wp 
is nonzero. 
On the other hand, assume that wp # 0 for every P E Partfin( 93). Since wp, ,, hPZ s 
wp, A wp,, where P, A A P2 denotes the coarsest refinement of both P, and Pz, the 
family 9= (wp : P E Part& a)} has the finite intersection property. Let % be an 
arbitrary ultrafilter extending E Consider an arbitrary u E Q. The element w{~,+ 
cannot be disjoint with tc, which means that for some x E X+ we have x s U. We 
have proved that X is a local r-base of %. 
It remains to show that if for some partition P we have wp ti 7% LJlt( a), then X 
is not a-local n-base of “I/: In that case there is a unique p E PA “I’ and there is no 
element in X+, which is below p A - wp E T’. 0 
The statement admits the following strengthening for the case of complete Boolean 
algebras. 
Theorem 1,4. Let 83 be a complete Bn&an alg&r~, f& _rt: c 93 be closed under finite 
meets. Then X is a local r-base of some ultrafilter if and only if no element of 53 is 
independent with respect to X. 
Proof. The case of a finite Boolean algebra is trivial. Assume that a is an infinite 
complete Boolean algebra. If X is a local w-base of some ultrafilter %, then it is 
easy to see that there is no element of B, which is independent with respect o X. 
In this implication, the completeness of 3 is not needed. 
Assume now that X is not a local n-base of any ultrafilter and that there is no 
element of 3 independent with respect o X. By the previous lemma, there is some 
finite partition P = { pO, pm, . . I , pn) such that no x E X+ is below any pi. Necessarily 
w 3 2 and every member of ,x meets at least two members of the partition P. Set 
Y=(yEX: (VzEX)(ZSy+(pE :pI\zZW={pE 
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The set Y is dense in X. Let us choose a maximal disjoint subset D c Y. For an 
element d E D, let us denote p(d) the smallest number in the set (0, 1, . . . , n) for 
which d A pcptd) # 0. Now, consider Mu = V {d A pcptd): (d E D} an u1 = -uo. We shall 
verify that u o is independent with respect to X, which will be the desired 
contradiction. 
Let y. E X be arbitrary. By the maximality, there is some d E D such that y, = y, A 
d f 0. Since the set X is closed under finite meets, the element y, meets the same 
members of the partition P as d does. Thus y. A uo> y. A d A P,,,(~) z 0. However, 
thereisalsosomeifcp(d),i~{O,l,..., n}, such that pi A d # 0. We have 0 # y, A pi s 
pi A d S ul, therefore y. A 24, # 0, too. Cl 
Notation 1.5. 
7rx(a)=min(7rx(%): %EUlt(93)}, 
~(58)=min(7rw(SB 1 u): UC 93’). 
Propositisn 1.6. The following two equalities hold for an arbitrary Boolean calgebra 9: 
(3 4i,W = ~;Y@J 1; 
(ii) r&B) =&a). 
Proof. (i) follows from Lemma 1.3. 
Let us show (ii). To verify s, take some u E 3‘ with 7rw( 9 1 u) minimal possible, 
then choose some set X, which is dense in the algebra 9? r u. For an arbitrary partition 
P E Part( 3) there is some p E P such that p A u # 0. Hence p A u c !% 1 u, therefore 
there is some x E X satisfying x s p A u S p. 
Finally, suppose that X is a collection showing roc( 58). Aiming for a contradiction, 
assume (X(<7&2?).Then theset (o&3+: (+lx~X)(x~~)} is densein 9. Ifwe 
consider any partition consisting from members of this dense set, we reach a 
contradiction to the assumption that X guarantees p,(B). 0 
Theorem 1.7. If a Boolean algebra 93 is homogeneous or complete, then r( 9?) = rfin( 9). 
In other words, the refinement number of 93 equals to the minirM z &tc(cter ~j 
an ultraJilter on 93. 
Proof. Denote K = r(9). We may assume that there are no atoms in 9, because for 
any Boolean algebra with atoms the equality r = r, holds. 
(a) Suppose B is homogeneous. Then 3 is infinite and for every u E @ it is 
true that r(SIru)=r(3)=K~W. For every UE& select a family Xuc(afu)‘, 
which witnesses to r( 3 1 u). Define by an induction Y. = X,, Y,,+, = U {X,, : u E Y,}. 
Since 1 Yni 6 K 9 K = K, the set Y=U(Y,: nEm} is of size K. 
It remains to verify that Y witnesses to rfin( 39). Suppose that the following holds 
for some positive integer k: 
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Let Q=Gw?,,.** , qk} is a (k + l)-partition of unity. Then for the k-partition 
MM,q,,.*. , qk} there exists a member y E Y such that either y s qj for some 
j=2 ,...,kandwearedone,ory~q,!vq,.I n the case that neither y 6 qO nor y c q1 
is true, then { qO A y, q1 4 y} E Pa&( 93 r y ) and then there exists ome z E Xy c Y, which 
is below some element of this 2-partition. 
(b) follows from Theorem 1.4. 0 
The first author was kindly informed by Bill Weiss that he had proved case (b) 
using a different technique several years ago (unpublished). 
The equality between refinement number and the minimal v-character does not 
hold in the general case of Boolean algebras. We shall present elsewhere an example 
of a Boolean algebra 9 with rz(9) < r3( 93). 
The main point of our interest is the relation between characteristics wx( a) = 
r,,(9) and E( 53) = rm( 3) for complete Boolean algebras. The inequality G( 3) s 
e( 3) is trivial. It is also easy to find an example of an incomplete BooleanTgebra, 
where the sharp inequality holds: Consider for example an algebra of all clopen 
subsets of a one-point compactification of o x (0, 1)“~ 
We must confess that we know no example of a complete Boolean algebra, for 
which the sharp inequality r&%) c rm( 93) is true. 
In the sequel we shall show first some combinatorial consequences of the equality 
rfin( 93) = ~,,,(33) and then we shall prove that GCH implies rfin( 93) = rm( 3) for all 
complete Boolean algebras with ccc. 
The next observation says that we can restrict our considerations to the algebras, 
which are homogeneous in r-weight. 
Proposition 1.8. Let 3 be a complete Boolean algebra and suppose that X c 33 is 
closed under jinite meets. If X is a local v-base qf some ultrafilter, then there is some 
element u E 23+ such that for every v E B+, v s u, the set X r v is a local n-base of 
some ultrajlter. 
roof. We shall make use of Theorem 1.4. Put 
I = (0 e 6%: X 1 a is not a local g-base of any ultrafilter}. 
If {aj : j E J} c P is a disjoint system, then for every j E J there is some Cj c ai wEch 
is independent with respect o X 1 aj. The element c = V { ci : j E J} is independent 
with respect o X 1 V (aj : je J}, which means that V {aj : jE J} E I. It is enough to 
set u = -V A, where A is a maximal disjoint subset of I. Notice that u Z 0, because 
X is a local n-base of some ultrafilter. Cl 
Corollary 1.9. If 93 is a complete Boolean algebra, then there is some u E 3’ 
homogeneous in r-weight such that v,@) = TX@ 1 u). 
Therefore when examining the minimal n-character of ultrafilters in complete 
Boolean algebras we may consider only algebras, which are homogeneous in 
r-weight and cellularity. 
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Definition 1.10. We say that a Boolean algebra 9 has an &reusing chain interleaoed 
with independent elements, if there is some cardinal number T, an increasing chain 
(& : a c 7) of subsets of 99 and a sequence of elements {pa : a < T) c B’ such that 
the following are satisfied: 
(i) if a<P<T, then AI&c H,; 
(ii) each Ha c 9?+ is closed under finite meets; 
(iii) U {Ha : a c 7) is a dense subset of 93; 
(iv) for each a! < T, both pa, -pa E Ha+ I ; 
(v) an element pa is independent with respect o Ha. 
Theorem 1.11. Let 56 be an inJinite compZete Booleun algebra which is homogeneous 
in v-weight. Whenever ?&I@) = aw(9), then 93 has an increasing chain interleaved 
with independent elements of length WX( 9 ). 
Proof. Denote VX(%) = T. Choose a dense set H = {h, : a < 7) in 93. By Theorem 
1.4, we know th‘a’;i-or every set X c sB+ of size less than T there is an element p E 58, 
which is independent w.r.t. X. From that it is obvious, how to get independent 
elements during a transfinite induction. Suppose we have already found Ha and pa 
for all cy c /3. Let Ha be the closure under finite meets of the set lJocs H, u 
{pa,-pa: ~<Pb~h~~. Then IH&P o < T, thus we can find an element ps E 3 I 
independent with respect o HP. Since H c lJ, .= zHa, the condition (iii) from the 
definition is also satisfied. 0 
Example 1.12. The algebra 9&,= P(o)/fin versus its completion 581 = 
Compl( P( o)/fin). 
(i) The algebra sBO isnot complete, but it is homogeneous and nw( 9,) = =w( 9,) = 
2”. Therefore refinement number of sBO equals to the minimal v-character in 9&, 
i.e. r( Se,) = 7r~(9?,). 
It is wel!known that VX(~?~) can be less than 2” [12]. Recently, Shelah and 
Goldstem proved that evgthe inequality mx( 3,) <x( B,) is consistent [111. 
Let us remark that CH implies that &, hasan increasing chain interleaved with 
independent elements. 
(ii) For the complete Boolean algebra 3, one has the equality VX( 93 1) = WTTW ( $39, ) = 
2”. This follows from the fact that every system {u a : a < K} has adisjoint refinement, 
provided K < 2”, i.e. there is a disjoint system (d, : a < K} c 93: such that da s U, 
for every Q! < K. 
From Theorem 1.11, it follows that the algebra 3, has always an increasing chain 
interleaved with independent elements of length 2”. Let us remark that the cardinal 
characteristics h is the smallest cardinal T such that the algebra 9,-, (or, equivalently, 
93,) is not (7, - ,2)-distributive [ 1,2]. It is not difficult to see that h is the smallest 
cardinal number such that 9J has an increasing chain interleaved with independent 
elements of length h. 
Our aim now is to prove the following st.atement. 
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Theorem 1.13. Suppose that every cardinal number A with uncountable cofinality 
satisfies A o = A. Then for every complete ccc Boolean algebra 93, rfi,,(93) = t,( Se), or 
equivalently, WX(~?) = E(a). 
First, we shall give a couple of general emmas. 
Lemma 1.14. Let 3 be an infinite Boolean algebra homogeneous in m-weight. Then 
for an arbitrary non-void X c 9?+, (X( < mw@), there is a partition P of the unity 
such that every x E X meets infinitely many members of P. 
Proof. The partition P will be constructed by induction. As 1X1< mw( a), there is 
some p. E !33+ such that X n 9 1 p. = 8. Necessarily p. < I. Let us choose some nonzero 
w1 disjoint with p. and consider X 1 wl. From the homogeneity of SB in w-weight 
it follows that there is some 0 < p1 c w1 such that X 1 wl n 93 1 p1 c (0). 
Suppose we have constructed adisjoint system {pa : a < p}. If it is maximal, then 
it is the desired partition of unity, R If it is not maximal., then there is some nonzero 
ws, which is disjoint with all the pa. Then for ps we can choose an arbitrary nonzero 
element satisfying pe c ws, X r ws A 3 1 ps c (0). Finally we must get a maximal 
disjoint system P = { per : a c y}. 
If there were some x E X meeting only finitely many elements of the partition, 
then there ~would exist the biggest Q! with x A pa # 0. For this a, 0 # x A w, = x A pa, 
but this means that x A w, is a nonzero element from X f w,, which is below pa-a 
contradiction with our choice of the element pa. Cl 
Lemma 1.15. Let 9? be an injnite complete ccc Boolean algebra homogeneous in 
w-weight. If WX(%) < VW(~), then the cocfinality of ~~(93) is uncountable. 
Proof. Let us denote A = TQ( 3). The algebra 93 has no atoms, thus A 2 o. Choose 
a local r-base X of som=uitable ultrafilter, 1X1= A. We may assume that X is 
closed under finite meets. Since IX I < TW( 93), then by Lemma 1.14 there is a 
countable partition { pn : n E W} of unity, such that every x E X meets infinitely 
many pn9s. 
Suppose now that cf(A) = o. Then we may write X = U,,, X,,, where Xn c Xn+*, 
every XI1 is closed under finite meets and IX,J < h. Then the family Xn 1 p,, is a local 
w-base of no ultrafilter, because IXn 1 p,J < A = nx( 23). Therefore there is some 
u, s pn independent with respect o Xn r pn. Noit is clear that the element u = 
V )IEW u, is independent with respect o X, which is a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 1.16. Let 93 be a complete Boolean algebra, let X c !33+ be a local v-base of 
some ultrafilter in 93. Then there is a nonzero element a E 93’ such that the family 
9=(x-V Y:xEX,Y~X) isdensebelow@/a. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Proceeding by a transfinite induction, we shall find an 
element u in @, which is independent with respect o X. his will contradict Our 
assumption that X is a local v-base of some ultrafilter. 
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Put X0 = X. Since 9’ is not dense below any element of 99’, there is some u. # 0 
such that s - u. # Q for all nonzero s E 9. Let X, = {x E X0; x A u. = 0) and let 
wo=o-v x,. 
Let cy be an ordinal and suppose that for all p < (Y, us, wP and XP are known. 
If n,,, Xs c (01, then the induction stops here. Otherwise let X, = n,,, XP and 
choose a nonzero u, s 0 - VBca wa such that s - u, f 0 for all nonzero s E 9. Then 
define Xa+1 to be the set (xEX,:XAU,=~} and let 
This completes the inductive definitions. 
Denote by 5 the first ordinal with n,,, Xa c (0) and let u = VncE u,. We need 
to show that u is independent with respect o X. 
Let x E X’ be arbitrary. Clearly, there is some a! < 6 with x A tr, Z Q, otherwise 
=n,<* Xa- 
We may assume that ar is the first such. It remains to show that x A (w, - u,) # 0, 
too.SincexEXgforallp~cu,wehavexhw~=4PforallP<cY.Thusx-VX,,,~w,. 
Bythechoiceofu,,x-VX,+,-u,#~,thereforex~(w,-u,)#Qp. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.13. We may consider only complete Boolean algebras which 
are homogeneous in w-weight. The proof will go by an induction on the size of a 
n-basis. 
If ?rw( a) = 1, then the algebra in question is a trivial one and there is nothing 
to prove. 
For an algebra 93 with nw( 3) = o, we have ~~(99) = nw@), because 93 has no 
atoms. 
Let K = ?rw( 9) > w and suppose that A = ~~(93) c I(. Necessarily A 2 o, because 
there are no atoms in a. By Lemma 1.15, cf(h ) Z w. Our assumption on cardinal 
exponentiation implies A” = A. Take an arbitrary set X c 93,1X] = A, which is a local 
w-base of some ultrafilter in 39. By Lemma 1.16, the family 9’= 
{x-v Y: x E X, Y c X) is dense in 3 1 u for some nonzero a. Since 9 is ccc, 
sP= {x-v Y: x E X, YE [Xl”“}. Consequently, 19’1 c A” = A. We have ~~(93 1a) s 
A r: K = nw( %), though 3 is homogeneous in r-weight, a contra&&u. n 
Now we shall consider complete Boolean algebras of size 2”, which satisfy CCC. 
The previous theorem says very few for these algebras, namely ~~(93) =e( 3) 
provided CH holds. This fact is well known. 
What if CH does not hold? As we have already mentioned, we do not know any 
example of a Boolean algebra 9? with nx( 93) c E( %). It would be the most exciting 
to find a consistent example of such analgebra with ccc and of size 2”, that means, 
of p-weight at most 2? 
The forthcoming statement shows, that when looking for such an algebra, one 
must have in mind also cardinal characteristics which concern functions and sets 
of natural numbers, 
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Let us remind that the refinement umber  equals, by definition, to ?rx( p(w)/fin), 
equivalently, 
r = min(lZ!!j: 5!! C [o]” and(VM&Q”)(3TE%)(TcMvTco\M)}. 
The dominating number is 
d = min{l@l: 9 c %J and (Vg E Wo) (3Jc 3) (f eventually dominates g)}. 
Both of r c d and d < r are consistent, for the first inequality, see [ 111, for the 
second one it suffices to add many random reals. 
Proposition 1.17. Let 93 be a complete Boolean algebra, satisfying ccc. l%en 
11-x(93)  min{E( a), max( r, d)}. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.8, we are allowed to assume that 3 is homogeneous in 
m-weight. If there is an atom in W, then there is nothing to prove, so assume that 
K = vw( 93) 3 o. Let % be an arbitrary ultrafilter in 3, let X c 9+ be a local v-base 
of %. 
(i) We prove that 1x13 min{K, r}. Suppose the contrary, which means that 1x1 c K 
and 1x1 -=E FZ Hence the set X is not dense in any 93 1 u. By Lemma 1.14 and from 
c( 93) = w we conclude that there is a countable partition of unity P = ( p, : n E w j 
such that every x E X is compatible with infinitely many p/s. Set 
Qp={YcO: V(p,: nE Y}EQ}, 
Then %p is a uniform ultrafilter in 9(m) and for every YE Qp there is an A E Xp 
such that A c Y. Therefore ~6 IX& However, by the assumption, iXpi G iX( < r; 
which is a contradiction. We proved that 7rx( %) 2 min(rc, r}. 
(ii) We prove now that 1x1~ min(rc, d]. Let 1x1~ min(rc, d}. We have a partition 
P = (pn : n E w}, the same as in (ij. For every n E OJ let us set Xiz = (X f p,)+* Since 
Ixni x K arid aim% % is homogeneous in n-weight, there is a partition On = 
1 V . : i c w} of an element p,, such that every x E Xi, meets infinitely many members 
o;g . 
Next, for every x E X, let us define a function f, E %I as follows. For every n E w 
let t?l, =min{man: pm A x # 0). Such a number must exist, because x meets infinitely 
many pn’S* Define 
&L(n) = min{ i E w : Vm,,,i A X # 0). 
We assume that 1x1~ d, thus there is a strictly increasing function f: o + o, which 
is not eventually dominated by any function fx. Let 
U = V V (V*,i t iSf(n)}. 
t1c w 
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It remains to verify that the element u is independent with respect o X and we 
shall be done, because this will contradict o the fact that X is a local r-base of 
an ultrafilter % Choose an arbitrary element XE X. The function fx does not 
eventually dominatef, hence the set A, = {n E w: fx( n) s f (x)} is infinite. For n E A,, 
clearly m, > n and fx( n) =fx( m,). Since f is increasing, we have fx( m,) < f(m,), 
too. Therefore x A u 2 x A V{ vm,,,i : d f (m,)} # 0. The element x is compatible with 
infinitely many elements of &,, but the element u with finitely many only, therefore 
x A -u # 0. We have shown that u is independent with respect to X, which completes 
the proof. cl 
2. Discretely untouchable points 
Here we apply the results of the previous section to a topological setting. 
Definition 2.1. Let X be a topological space. A point x E X is called discretr!y 
untouchable, if for every countable discrete set C c X\(x), x e c. 
A well-known theorem due to Frolik states that no infinite extremally disconnected 
compact space is homogeneous. However, Frolik’s proof gives no idea, what topo- 
logical property distinguishes the points witnessing the nonhomogeneity; besides 
that, it would be desirable if the property was a rather simple one. 
By our opinion, the simplest possible property is to be discretely untouchable. 
Every infinite compact Hausdorff space must contain a point, which is not discretely 
untouchable-this follows immediately from compactness and Hausdorffness. Con- 
sequently, if one can prove that every infinite extremally disconnected compact 
space contains a discretely untouchable point, he would get the easiest and obvious 
argument for the nonhomogeneity. 
Notice that every weak P-point as well as every wz-good point is discretely 
untouchable. By [ 161, if X is extremally disconnected compact space and c(X) 2 o1 s 
then there is a c(X)+-good point in X; similarly, by [lj], every exiitiilraiiy chscon- 
netted compact space X with w(X) > 2” has weak P-point. Therefore in the sequel, 
we restrict our attention to the small infinite extremelly disconnected compact spaces, 
i.e. to those X with c(X) = w, w(X) = 2”. The key tool is the proposition, which 
follows. 
Definition 2.2. Let X be a topological space, n E N. A family 3 of subsets of X is 
called n-linked, if for each X E [?Z’]‘“, the intersection n X is nonempty. A family 
9 is called precisely n-linked, if it is n-linked and if moreover there is some .4 E [Z’]“+’ 
with nA =8. 
A family 9 is called discretely untouchable, if for every countable discrete set 
0=X there is some I.,&? with cn&@. 
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Proposition 2.3. Let X be an extremally disconnected compact space. Suppose that the 
Boolean algebra Clap(X) has an increasing chain interleaved with independent ele- 
ments. Then for every n E N there is a precisely n-linked discretely untouchable collection 
of clcpen subsets of X. 
Proof. Fix an n E N. Notice first that there is some cardinal 7 and families {H, : Q! c 
T}, {Pa : QC < r} such that H = tJ {H Q : a < T} is a n-basis of X, each P, is a partition 
of X into n + 1 non-void clopen subsets and the following holds: 
(3 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
if acP<T, then Hat HP; 
each Ha c St+ is closed under finite intersections; 
U{H,: a<~} is a w-base of X; 
for each cy < 7, Pa c Ha+, ; 
for every bE Ha and pE Pa, bnpf0. 
This observation is an obvious consequence of the fact that Clap(X) has an 
increasing chain interleaved with independent elements: Indeed, by Definition 
1.10(i), (iv) and (v), every b E Ha meets every element of the partition 
~-P~,P~-Por+*rPa~Pa+,-Pu+z,~=~,p~nP~+,~~~* 
rip,+,,,, -pa+“, pa v,+, n l l l npa+J 
and all the n + 1 members of this partition belong by Definition I.IO(ii) and (iv) to 
H a+n+l l Hence it is enough to pass to a suitable cofinal subset of indices. 
For every a! < r, fix some enumeration of Pa = (pg : i c n + 1). For every b E 
U,,, Hm, let a(b) be the first a<~ with bEH, and define b,=b~pT”’ for 
i=O, l,..., n. 
For a maximal disjoint family % c H and for a function f: % + n + 1 let L( %?, f) = 
X\U {b j-(bJ : b E %}. We claim that the family 
AE’={L(Ce,f): (2% H isamaximaldisjointfamily,fE”(n+l)) 
is the desired precisely n-linked discretely untouchable collection. 
Let us show first that 2’ is n-linked. Choose arbitrary Lk = L( %$, fk) E 2 for k < n; 
we have to show that n;:; Lk ?f 8. 
Let cyo = mIn{ a(b): b E UlIk ~8~) and choose a maximal centered family got 
ULli %$ with rr(b) = a0 for all bE $&. I+&xice that 5Bo is nonempty and that 
lZBon %$I s 1 for all k < n. We may assume that our enumeration was chosen in such 
a way that for some 0 c so ~n,90n%~#~ifandonlyifk<so.Then90~H,and 
by Definition l.lO(ii), n 9~~ E Ha,, too. Since sos n, there is somejo < n + 1, j0 #fk(b) 
for all b E 9,. The partition Pa,, is independent with respect to H,, 9 thus our 
definitions imply that u0 = nbcDo bj, = (n 90)jo # 0 and ~0 Z 0. 
If so- n, we are done. Otherwise define QI~ to be 
n-l 
min 
{ 
a(b): bE U Zk and bnu,#0 
% I 
and find a family 9,cUiij, %‘k such that a(b)=cq for all bE 91, &)U% is 
centered and 9, is maximal wit ies. 
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Since every disjoint family & is maximal, 9, is non-void and we can again 
assume that for some sl > so, s1 sn, 9,n9Zk#0iff sodk<s,. As CY,%Y~, uoeHa, 
and 9, c H,, , so uon 0 9,. Again there is some j, < n + 1 with jl #fk( 6) for all 
so< k<s,; so 
NOW it should be clear how to proceed further. After at most n steps we conclude 
that nk<n Lk is nonempty. 
Next, let % be an arbitrary maximal disjoint family contained in H and let 
&(b)=kfore very 6 E %. It is clear that the family (Lk = L( (8, Sk): k C n + 1) consists 
of n + 1 members of 9 and its intersection is empty. So 9 is precisely n-linked. 
It remains to show that 9 is discretely untouchable. Let {xi : j E o} c X be a 
countable discrete set. Choose for each Xj its clopen neighborhood uj such that 
uj n U, = 0 wheneverj # 1. Since H is a r-base of X, there is some maximal disjoint 
family % c H such that for every 6 E %, either b c Uj for some j E o or b n Uj = 0 
for all j E o. Let us define a mapping f: % + n + 1 as follows. 
f(h) = 0 for all 6 E % which do not meet any 4. 
For k<n+l and jeo, let Uj,k = u { bk : 6 c 4). Since % is maximal, since all 
bk’s are disjoint and since X is extremally disconnected, there is a unique kj with 
Xj E Uj k l Define f(b) = kj for b E Fe, b c Uj. 
For' this mapping f, the set L( %,,f ) is clopen and disjoint with {xi : j E o}. Thus 
9 is discretely untouchable. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Let X be a ccc extremally disconnected compact space such that rrx( X) = 
E(X) s 2”. Then there is a discretely untouchable point in X. 
Proof. If there is an isolated point in X, then it is discretely untouchable and we 
are done. So suppose that X is dense-in-itself. 
Let U be a clopen subset of X such that VW( U) = z(X). Hence for any point 
x in this U we have rrx(x, X) = WW( V). Choose a pairwise disjoint c4le~t!aw 4
clopen non-void subsets of U, say { U,, : n E N}. By Theorem 1.11 and by Proposition 
2.3, for each n E N there is a precisely n-linked discretely untouchable collection Zn 
on Un. Let % be a family of all subsets Fc U,,EN Un such that for every n E N, 
Fn U,, E .Z’,,. Then F is a subbasis of a nice filter on UnEN U,,. (Recall that a filter 
% on a disjoint union U nEN X,, of topological spaces is called nice, if for every 
GE%,theset{nEN:GnX,,= 0) is finite. This definition is due to van Mill [13].) 
We shall make use of [13, Theorem 2.51: There is a 2”-OK point 
where the closure is taken in p UR!, r+d WZ U,,. Since the space X is extremally dis- 
connected, rQ L_L+, U, = LrN Ufl - 
We claim that the 
countable discrete set 
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point x is as required. To this end, consider an arbitrary 
C c X. The set C splits into three subsets 
.,=cn(g K\.II, UJ, 
C2=Cn U Un. 
nEN 
The set LJnEN Un is a clopen neighborhood of a point x, which is disjoint with Co, 
hence xz!c. Further, x SC,, because the point x is a 2”-OK point in 
UncN Un\IJneN Unm Finally, every collecticn Z:, is discretely untouchable, thus there 
is some clopen Ln c Un disjoint with Cz. The set F = IJncN Ln belongs to 9 and 
the extremal disconnectedness of X implies that F n c = 0. Since x E F, we have 
xtic,. 
We have proved that x E C. Since C was arbitrary, we have verified that the point 
x is discretely untouchable, which concludes the proof. Cl 
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